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Global Shakeup, The New World Order Takes Some Hits
Prophecy in Perspective has addressed the issues of globalization many times. It seemed as though the New
World Order has progressed practically unhindered. I was very surprised when I found out on Friday morning
that the New World Order took a serious hit when the United Kingdom voted to leave the European Union.
This was good news on the prophecy front! Yet, there is already a movement for a re-vote in the United
Kingdom. We will see how things will unfold. Meanwhile, stocks took an unprecedented downward turn as the
economic uncertainties and governmental changes that will be involved become more apparent. God is
getting the attention of those who are paying attention.
The liberals are stressing over all of this because it may bring a chain reaction through other nations wanting
to leave the EU as well. Such a reaction will unravel their decades long progress toward the forming of an antiChrist new world order. The open and liberal influx of
unlimited numbers of Muslim immigrants will serve to speed
up the process of national transformation into a Socialist and
godless new world order. The leftists in America, Canada and
Europe certainly know what they are doing. This is because
Satan is directing them to prepare for the coming Antichrist.
The leftist governments of many of these EU nations have
only themselves to thank for the reaction that they have
stirred by welcoming tens of thousands of Muslim migrants
into their countries, insisting that they be treated as equals
and provided shelter, food and medical necessities as well as
religious freedom. Unfortunately, this religious freedom
involves the required practice of Sharia, or Islamic law, which
most of the Muslims coming into Europe desire and will
certainly insist upon as they settle in their new European countries and communities. However, many
Europeans have awakened to the stark and horrifying reality, that the global leftists in their own countries are
seeking primarily to enlarge their voting bloc through these Muslim immigrants.
Political Progressives understand that the vast majority of these Muslim migrants will always side with the
progressives in order to better position themselves to get into political power so they can institute Sharia law.

I have pointed out in previous articles that the end game of both the European, and American leftists and
devotees of Islam are the same, and that is, they desire global power and authority by establishing a new
world order. These are both actually helping one another to achieve this end.
I believe that God, through the faithful prayers of the saints, may be hindering and even delaying the
formation of the New World Order to get more people saved by the blood of Jesus Christ and to further
strengthen Israel for the coming Great Tribulation. There are at least two other events in recent days that
seemed to have added more drag on Obama's leftward movement of America toward being part of the
Satanic New World Order. These were: first, the Supreme Court's squelching of Obama's attempt to allow
millions of illegal immigrants to stay in the U.S. and, second, the demonic slaughter in Orlando of 49 people in
a homosexual bar by an Islamic ISIS terrorist.
Obama and America's political left did not know how to react to the Islamic slaughter of homosexual bar goers
in Orlando. Obama, Hillary Clinton and the leftist media went to their predictable default positions to blame
guns and homophobia by those on the right as well as Christians, and used these to deflect attention from
Obama's consistent cover-up of the Muslim and ISIS motivation behind this attack.
If you were paying attention to the news, the Justice Department, tried to edit the 911 recordings of this
Islamic Terrorist pledging himself to ISIS. On the same day, because of the furor that it caused, they reversed
this to allow for people to hear and read his words pledging full loyalty to ISIS. However, they decided to KEEP
the alteration they made in the tapes by changing and using the name "God" in place of the name he used,
which was Allah. Is this all a part of the leftist effort to marginalize Jews and Christians by putting them in the
same category as Islamic Terrorist? I believe so! Let's look at this situation from a prophetic standpoint.

The Days of Noah Are Here!
Jesus described the last days as a time that will be characterized as being like the days of Noah and Lot
(Matthew 24:38-42; Luke 17:26-30). There was intense violence and the vilest moral corruption in the days of
Noah, and later in Lot's time in the cities of Sodom and Gomorrah. God dealt with the entire earth by
destruction through a global flood in Noah's day. And God judged the cities of Sodom and Gomorrah with
destruction in the days of Lot and Abraham. Jesus prophetically described the widespread spiritual and moral
corruption of the end times to be just like those days. Today, mankind has shoved God aside and is ignorant of
these predictions by the Lord, but they are happening non-the-less. These prophesies give us an insight as to
what is happening today. I believe world events in recent days are unfolding predicted Bible prophecy.
Let's look at Jesus pre-declarations concerning the last days as He describes them as being like the days of
Noah in Matthew 24:37-39:
For the coming of the Son of Man will be just like the days of Noah. For as in those days before the
flood they were eating and drinking, marrying and giving in marriage, until the day that Noah
entered the ark, and they did not understand until the flood came and took them all away; so will the
coming of the Son of Man be. (NASB)
Here are the main points that we should consider in order to put this prophecy in the perspective of current
trends and events:

1. As it was "in the days of Noah... before the flood," is a warning to us as to the times and seasons
that will be occurring before "the coming of the Son of Man" -- like those that we are living in now as
Christians. Enoch, as a type of the church, was raptured to heaven before the flood, but he knew the
flood was going to come. Noah, was a type of Israel, who was brought through the flood. The flood on
the earth that is perhaps soon to come is that of the Great Tribulation.
2. The people of Noah's time were oblivious about God and carried on in their perversions of truth and
morality as though they were doing the right things. They had no idea that judgment was coming. Sin
had blinded them to this fact. This is certainly the case today! So, in Noah's day, "they were eating..."
There was gluttony, selfishness, lust, covetousness, greed. These were virtues of those days, as they
are among many today.
3. "They were drinking..." There was different forms of intoxication, drugs and various forms of
induced altered states of consciousness indicative of demonic possession and oppression in Noah's
day. They carried on with their parties and pleasure, just as many do today, without an inkling of what
God was about to do to them for their rebellion and wickedness.
4. "They were marrying..." no doubt beyond the normal marital boundaries as the Genesis account
notes, that "Then the LORD saw that the wickedness of man was great on the earth, and that every
intent of the thoughts of his heart was only evil continually... Now the earth was corrupt in the sight
of God, and the earth was filled with violence" (Genesis 6:11). These words come out of the social,
spiritual and moral context of those days when, like today, people sought after and affirmed perverted
relationships and demonic marriage arrangements (see Genesis 6:1-11; 13:13, 19:5-7). Sexual sin, as
we see it promoted today, based on the reality that mankind, because of rejecting God, "became vain
in their imaginations, and their foolish heart was darkened" (Romans 1: 21). This has resulted in, not
just the acceptance, but the promotion of men with men, women with women, in "vile affections,"
which are homosexual relationships that oppose God and His Word (Romans 1:26).
5. They were "giving in marriage..." While this indicates that there will be much normalcy in the latter
days, to many, marriage is not normal by current definitions. Today there are even many preachers,
not to mention parents, that are approving and even "giving in marriage" loved ones and church
members of the same gender to be "married" to one another. To many, this is the new normal. From a
prophetic standpoint, this trend indicates the approaching storm clouds of global judgment.
In reality, in the latter days, almost nothing will be "normal." With the evil decision of the U.S. Supreme
Court, homosexuality was officially "normalized," as was same sex "marriage." We are seeing an
acceleration of these developments today and they are only the beginning. While these will never be
normal for Bible believing Christians who will resist these developments, the resistance by Christians
will completely disappear after the rapture of the true church.
6. "Until Noah entered the ark..." The ark was a God-ordained place of preservation and protection for
Noah and his family. God ordained the land of Israel as a place of preservation and protection (an
"ark") for the Jewish nation. We have seen the miraculous re-establishment of Israel in 1948 and its
continued protection by the Lord. God will also protect Israel through the Great Tribulation just as He

protected Noah and his family. The wicked of today will be kept from destroying Israel just as God kept
the wicked of Noah days from destroying him and his family.
7. "...Until the flood came and took them all away..." The people must have heard Noah preach (2
Peter 2:5) and they must have seen or known that he was building the ark. They heard the clear
message of coming judgment for over 100 years, but there were no converts! The world probably
hated Noah for his message and lifestyle much as they hate Christians and especially Israel today. The
people of Noah's time carried on as though there was no such thing as God or His judgment. Similarly,
by the time the rapture occurs and the Great Tribulation begins, the wicked will still be clueless that
judgment is about to come upon them.
8. "...Two will be...one will be taken and the other left." While this description shows the same
occurrence that will happen at the rapture when Jesus will take one and leave another, the context
here is specifically what will happen when judgment comes at the return of Jesus Christ to the earth.
He will take, likely by death, all who will have stood against Him and for the Antichrist during the Great
Tribulation. He will leave upon the earth, those who will have helped Israel and who believed on the
Lord Jesus Christ during the Tribulation and who survived until His second coming to the earth and to
Jerusalem.
9. In the days leading up to the Tribulation, much will appear normal to the point where there will be
the promise and to some extent, the reality of peace and safety on the earth. It will probably be a
slogan for those times as the world seeks to join together as a single global government and religion.
"Peace and safety" (1 Thessalonians 5:1f) will be their politically correct statement, and everyone will
be required to get on board with this global peace effort. Just after the rapture of the church and the
reality of perhaps millions of Christians suddenly taken off the earth with millions of graves suddenly
left opened and empty, people will seek an explanation and someone to bring order out of the
resultant chaos. Those who remain will be commanded by government edict to affirm, among other
godless things, same sex marriage, abortion, and transgenderism. All religions will be required to
conform to the new religion of the Antichrist. The homosexual push will be a chief motivation for
control (Daniel 11:37; Genesis 19:5; Luke 17:28-29). If not, you will be branded a xenophobic and
homophobic, nativist, anti-revolutionary bigot who does not support global equality, security or
multicultural harmony. While 144,000 Jews will come to faith in Jesus Christ and preach the gospel
world-wide (Revelation 7), there will be many thousands rounded up and executed by the growing
Antichrist dictatorship.
"Peace and safety," will be the global control slogan, and all those who resist and study the Bibles that
will be left behind, and who get saved will be branded as haters of the New World Order. Globalists like
Barak Obama, Hillary Clinton, George Soros, and many others, along with organizations like the United
Nations and the European Union are already laying the ground work for such a nightmarish global and
tribulation scenario. After Britain withdraws from the European Union, there will be 26 nations left in
this latter days global group, but several nations more are now making motions to leave the EU as well.
Daniel speaks of the great image which has a head of gold, chest and arms of silver, a belly of bronze,
legs of iron and feet of iron and clay. These feet have ten toes, which have been viewed as
representing the final ten nations of the Antichrist kingdom just prior to the return of Christ to the

earth (Daniel 2:41-42; see also the ten horns of the fourth beast, Daniel 7:7-8, and the ten horns and
ten crowns of the Beast in Revelation 13:1). Could we see the nations of the EU whittle down to 10 key
nations to rule with the Beast in the days ahead?
10. In verse 37, Jesus stated: "But as the days of Noah were, so shall also the coming of the Son of
man be." This warning by Jesus shows that the days leading up to the Lord's return will be marked by
the same careless spiritual apathy to God and His truth as was indicative of the people in Noah's time.
Jesus could not have been more plain and simple in his warnings to planet earth.

Current Events in the Perspective of Biblical Prophecy
Jesus warned that in the last days, "many shall come in my name, saying, I am Christ; and shall deceive
many. And ye shall hear of wars and rumors of wars..." (Matthew 24:5f). The Lord's statement: "Rumors of
wars," indicates that there will be a persistent element of doubt and deception whether a particular war is
actually happening. Because it will be in their best interest to keep the masses in the dark, leaders of the latter
days, such as President Obama, will play down the reality of an existing war and seek to redefine existing
conflicts or terrorist attacks. There are many wars taking place in the world today. Our government and
globalist cultures around the world are at war with children and families through abortion and promotion of
gender redefinition. They are at war with the Bible and those who believe its truth. Islam is and always has
been at war against Jesus Christ the Son of God, and Christians and Jews, and countries that are founded upon
Judeo/Christian principles. Radical homosexuals are at war with God's people and God's truth, as wells as with
God Himself. We see latter-days leaders like Obama, lighting up the White House with "gay" rainbow colors (a
satanically inspired, perverted, misuse of a beautiful God-designed symbol used to taunt and to invite God's
judgment - "Do not be deceived, God is not mocked, for whatever a man sows this he will also reap" Gal 6:7).
Obama is using both Islam and the aggressive leaders of the "gay agenda" to bring America under God's
judgment, and to weaken and transform the U.S. to conform to the globalist Antichrist program. But they are
fighting a losing battle! God still has His servants on the earth to proclaim liberty to the captives! And to make
salvation through Jesus Christ known to any and all who will hear and believe!
President Obama is a blatant but crafty supporter and defender of Islam. He also supports and defends
homosexuality in all its awful forms. Both of these make him at war with his own nation, America, as a Judeo
Christian nation. He is at war against children, biblical families, and biblical marriage. Jesus stated categorically
about marriage: "For this cause a man shall leave father and mother (not father and father, etc.) and shall
cleave unto His wife (not cleave to another man) and they twain shall be one flesh (in true marriage)...What
therefore God hath joined together (a man and a woman), let not man put asunder" (Matthew 19:5-6). Of
the many wars and rumors of wars of the latter days this must be one of them: a war, by a false christ, a
messianic figure like Barak Obama, against God, marriage, family and children. This is a war Mr. Obama will
surely lose as he is fighting against the living God Himself. God does not lose, but rebellious men and women
do!
It was demonic Islam which attacked the Pulse nightclub in Orlando and the homosexuals that were there that
night. We need to acknowledge that much culpability lays with Obama's clumsy and dishonest handling of the
detrimental issues of radical Islamic terrorism as well as the harmful issues surrounding homosexuality in

America. Since Obama will not deal realistically with the war that we are in with Islam, and their war against
America and Israel, nor with the real battle that is going on with the gay agenda against Bible believing
Christians, and conservative Jews, more trouble is certainly brewing! Obama, and Hillary Clinton are globalists
who have tried consistently to kick God aside and to marginalize, and even criminalize those who are
committed to a biblical world view of life, family and country. Yet, God is still on His throne! Judgment is
coming! And so is the Lord Jesus Christ to establish His righteous kingdom!
Another "war" America is in, is the one on guns and gun ownership. The attack of this Islamic Terrorist against
defenseless homosexuals in Orlando took place in a "gun free zone." Obama believes that guns are the real
problem, and not radical Islam, with which America is at war. Therefore, to his thinking, being a gun-free zone
should be a safe zone. Yet it is just to these areas that these cowardly rats will be drawn because they are
afraid of someone shooting back at them. For the American Left, it is much easier to lay blame for these
attacks at the feet of those whom they call "homophobic" Christians, conservatives, or members of the NRA.
Therefore, they keep these wars that are happening in America and the world under the cover of a "rumor,"
and deny they are really occurring.
This Islamic and ISIS motivated slaughter was largely the result of Obama's efforts to ignore and redefine what
to every common sense person in America is an actual war. Again, we are now living in a time of "wars and
rumors of wars." And because Mr. Obama and those under his authority cannot even acknowledge the name
of our enemy: "Radical Islamic Terrorism," what happened at the Pulse night club in Orlando on June 12th,
where 49 souls were murdered and may have gone into a Christ-less eternity, will likely happen again, at
another time and in another place with perhaps hundreds or even thousands more defenseless souls who will
be killed or injured.

The Leftist Plan of Action After Britain's Departure From the European Union
The liberals in America, under the leadership of Barak Obama, have done a good job making the normal look
extreme and the extreme look normal. They support and even promote homosexuality as normal and they
equally support Islam in America to the point of bringing in thousands of pro-Sharia Muslims into the U.S.
each year. This support of opposite entities as normal American virtues indicates that they are useful to Mr.
Obama and the Leftist leadership for the overthrow of Christian and pro-Israel America. In addition, I believe,
it shows they have something big in mind: global government and a one world religion where the Antichrist,
Satan's man, will reign.
Islam and the so called "gay agenda" are two main instruments in Obama's arsenal against America. But both
of these seemingly opposite world views, Islam and homosexuality, have one thing in common however, a
seething revulsion to biblical Christianity and a rebellious hatred of Jesus Christ, the Savior of sinners!
Great Britain has seemed somewhat to have awakened to the reality that Leftism is using Muslim immigration
to overthrow the last visages of the Judeo-Christian family and social structure, as well as the Western culture
of free democracies. This is the main reason they voted to leave the European Union. To some extent, and
amazingly, they saw "the handwriting on the wall." Other European countries may seek to follow their lead.
With the populous movement led by Donald Trump in America, and his populous counterparts in Great Britain

and Europe, it may be that many are finally reacting to the Leftist agenda. Their reaction however, is doubtless
only as deep as the shallow spiritual life of these populous leaders who are likely ignorant of the far reaching
prophetic and demonic realities that are underlying the harsh events in the world today.
Considering this, I believe some of the leaders of the Christian right should have publicly endorsed one of the
several strong conservative and highly articulate evangelical presidential candidates earlier in the campaign.
Instead, they hurriedly and publically endorsed Donald Trump. Even though they would have done this, it is
likely, that the nomination of the populist candidate, Donald Trump, would still have occurred. Yet, the
testimonies of these and other evangelical leaders would have maintained far greater credibility with
conservative Christians and greater consistency with the Word of God. Could these Christian leaders have
been seeking notoriety? This appears to be a possibility! There is too much at stake for America and for
Christians leaders to publicly endorse a man who had untested conservative credentials. We preachers need
to be cautious about seeking power and notoriety for ourselves! Selfishness among preachers is a sign of the
end times! (2 Timothy 3:1f)
These preachers and Christian leaders need to remember the well-known
words of British historian and politician, Lord John Dalberg-Acton (Pictured
right), who stated: "Power tends to corrupt, and absolute power corrupts
absolutely. Great men are almost always bad men." As Christian leaders, a
watching and lost world notices and scrutinizes our every move, and seeks
to know our true motives. Do we endorse leaders to help us to become
famous or do we try to manipulate in order to get into a better position in
our careers? Let the world see Christian leaders as men who are men after
God's own heart and as those who seek to endorse only the best leaders
for America as a Christian nation.
Now, with Donald Trump being the pro-life nominee, we as believers need
to pray for his success. According to a report by Dr. James Dobson, Donald
Trump recently prayed to receive Jesus as his Savior. We need to pray for
Mr. Trump to be the Lord's true and committed servant in these menacing times. As Christians we need to
also pray for other professing Christians who blaspheme God by continuing to vote for wicked pro-abortion,
anti-Christian, anti-Israel and pro-globalism candidates!
Before Christians celebrate recent events regarding the EU, however, we must remember that the prophetic
scenario of the global rule of Antichrist must still transpire. The saner political trends in America and Europe
that we might be seeing now will only invite radical Islam and Leftism to brew up something extreme to kick
the end time's scenario back into high gear. Already, the globalists are seeking to stir Britain up to re-vote to
reverse their exit from the EU. Satan will not give up his claims easily! Both Islam and Leftism love instability,
and we must never forget that they will seek to use every opportunity to destabilize nations even through
violent revolution to establish their diabolical Antichrist global dictatorship. While Barak Obama is the public,
smiling face of radical and demonic Leftism, others like Leftist terrorist bomber, Bill Ayers, and Nazi
sympathizer, George Soros, an apostate Jew who helped the Nazis hunt Jews in WWII, and others are lurking
like snakes in the shadows seeking covertly to stir up trouble. Satanic power brokers are behind the scenes of

the world stage. Their godless covenant with darkness will assure the world of much more bloodshed to come
in the days ahead.
Taking America and Europe in the direction of conflict and revolution is always considered as a virtue to
Leftist/Socialists. Like their counterparts, Radical Islamists, Leftists are rebellious and they typically admire
revolutions, especially violent ones. This is where they are taking Europe and the U.S., toward violent
revolution. The effort to disarm the law abiding citizens of the U.S., is with a view to make America easier to
overthrow. This would make the global government much easier to install through the Antichrist. Making guns
the issue and ignoring and refusing even to state the words, "radical Islamic terror," has been very revealing
especially in recent days! Interestingly, the number of deaths in America by guns is something over 5,000
annually, but the number of deaths by abortion annually in America is over 500,000! This reveals the satanic
globalist plan to disarm and to depopulate America and Europe! To them, revolution and global rule is just
over the horizon. In reality, just over the horizon is judgment and the return of Jesus Christ to rule the earth.
In spite of their best efforts, they will not be able to stop God!
With the European Union now losing Great Britain, and with other EU nations likely to follow, this will put a
real burden on the Leftist/globalist revolutionaries to take drastic action not to lose their momentum or their
power. As we have seen, they know how to make gains for power through instability, and they will continue to
seek to stir things up and to grab power whenever they can. Finally, if they are able, they will not only seize
guns, but, more importantly, they will seek to confiscate our Bibles!

How Should Christians Think and Act In These Latter Days?
We are witnessing in America what will take place globally in the days ahead. Already, Islam is being allowed
to reign in many European countries as Muslims, who have no intention to assimilate, settle into their closed
communities and implement and enforce Sharia law. Around the world, Islamic terror is on the rise with no
end in sight. Obama is attempting to infiltrate our military forces with men who want to be women and
women who want to be men. No doubt, the days of Antichrist are just ahead. In many ways, they are already
upon us today! But our hope is still that coming of the Lord Jesus Christ to rapture the church is probably very
near at hand. Christians need to walk as children of light, looking for the coming of the Lord and standing in
prayerful opposition to the spiritual and moral lies of these dark and perilous days. Believers need to stand
firm in our witness for Jesus who died for our sins, rose from the dead and is coming again. We need to pray
and live joyful and Christ-like lives in these latter days. Many will believe on Jesus Christ through our testimony
if we are faithful in the midst of a crooked and perverse generation.

"Therefore be ye also ready, for in such an hour as ye think not the Son of man cometh."
(Matthew 14:44)
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